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NEW QUESTION: 1
_____________ is the method that produces the largest, quickest
depreciation deductions is the one most often selected by
closely held businesses, since they are most eager to minimize
reported taxable income.
A. Sum-of-years

B. MACRS
C. Declining balance method
D. Straight -line method
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are designing an Azure web app.
You plan to deploy the web app to the North Europe Azure region
and the West Europe Azure region.
You need to recommend a solution for the web app. The solution
must meet the following requirements:
* Users must always access the web app from the North Europe
region, unless the region fails.
* The web app must be available to users if an Azure region is
unavailable.
* Deployment costs must be minimized.
What should you include in the recommendation? To answer,
select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 3
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NEW QUESTION: 4
Your company wants to collect and analyze CVE information for
packages in container images, and wants to prevent images with
known security issues from running in your Google Kubernetes
Engine environment. Which two security features does Google
recommend including in a container build pipeline?
A. Network isolation
B. Deployment policies
C. Password policies
D. Vulnerability scanning
Answer: B
Explanation:
A is correct because deployment policies defined in Binary
Authorization ensure that only trusted images can be deployed
in Google Kubernetes Engine clusters. Binary Authorization can
integrate with Container Analysis which scans container images
stored in Container Registry for vulnerabilities and stores
trusted metadata used in the authorization process.
B is not correct because it doesn't address the use case.
C is correct because vulnerability scanning can be performed by
Container Analysis to discover package vulnerability
information in container base images and obtain CVE data from
respective Linux distributions.
D is not correct because it doesn't address the use case.
https://cloud.google.com/binary-authorization/docs/overview
https://cloud.google.com/container-registry/docs/container-anal
ysis
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